We studied the effects of an insertion device (ID) on the dynamic aperture in the 7-GeV Advanced Photon Source (APS) storage ring using the program RACETRACK [ l ] . We found that the nonlinear effect of the ID is the dominant effect on the dynamic aperture reduction compared Expanding to fourth order in x and y , and assuming k, = 0, i.e. an ID with infinite width in the horizontal direction, Eq. 2 becomes hence can be neglected in the simulation. The remarkable agreement between the previous study and the current results using RACETRACK, including all effects of the fast oscillating terms, justified those assumptions at least for the APS ring.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Photon Source (APS) storage ring is a 7-GeV third generation light source with forty straight sections. Intense x-ray beams will be delivered by thirty-four undulators and wigglers. Thus the effects, linear and nonlinear, of the insertion devices on the beam dynamics becomes important. In this report we present the numerical tracking studies of the effect of IDS on the dynamic aperture. The Hamiltonian with respect to the oscillating equilib- 
PLANAR INSERTION DEVICES
where s is the equilibrium orbit length. The previous tracking study based on this approach was done using the PAC-MAN code [2] . We found that the dynamic aperture was larger than the physical aperture at the ID section. As a continuation of this effort, including the effects of fast oscillating terms, we decided to use RACETRACK for dynamic aperture study. The program, developed at Sincrotrone Trieste, has a unique abilility to perform secondorder symplectic integration for motion in the insertion device [5, 61.
---- where KQ is a typical quadrupole strength in the APS ring. Hence the linear effect of the ID considered here will be very small. In order to investigate the effect of oscillating terms, we first note that pz is constant for each pass of the particle through the ID. The equation of motion is therefore a Mathiew equation. Exa.mination of this equation shows that the focusing effect of the oscillating
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term was negligible for acceptable values of pz. This is verified by comparing the linear tune shifts obtained from the analytic estimation and the numerical result of R A C E TRACK. Thus, the linear effect of the ID on the dynamic aperture reduction is very small. This is clearly seen in Fig. 1 which shows that dynamic aperture reduction is maiiily due to the nonlinear effect of the ID.
Since the lattice elements in the ring have error fields due to imperfect construction, the effects of the multipole errors in the lattice were investigated. For this purpose, the random normal sextupole and octupole field errors based on the APS magnetic field tolerance budget were included in the dipole and quadrupole magnets. where bn and an indicate the normal and skew components, respectively. Although these error fields reduce the dynamic aperture of an ideal lattice without an ID, we expected that, because ID effects on dynamic aperture reduction are so dominant, the inclusion of the multipole errors in the ordinary lattice would not cause much additional change to a dynamic aperture already reduced by the presence of the ID. This is verified in Fig. 2 .
The results for multiple IDS are also shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the dynamic aperture is further reduced as the number of IDS around the ring increases. However, the aperture reduction for 20 IDS is no worse than that for 10 IDS. The dynamic aperture is still larger than the physical aperture.
Although not shown here, we investigated the effect of the non-zero horizontal wave number (k,). Depending on whether E, is real or imaginary, such an ID will provide additional horizontal focusing and defocusing, respectively. We found the tracking results were essentially the same in the realistic variation of h, values. Finally, we want to mention that when we compare the tracking results from the programs PACMAN and R A C E TRACK the phase space as well as dyanamic aperture show remarkable agreement (see Fig. 3 for the comparison of dynamic aperture). Thus, we may tentatively conclude that the effect of the fast oscillating terms which appeared in L. Smith's Hamiltonian will be small for the IDS in the APS storage ring.
HELICAL INSERTION DEVICES
There is an increasing interest in the utilization of circularly or elliptically polarized light for some types of experiments. Such a light will be delivered by helical IDS. One type of helical ID considered in the APS project is the crossed insertion device originally conceptualized by Onuki [7] . The magnetic fields of crossed IDS are the superposition of the horizontal and vertical planar IDS whose field expressions, in simplified form, may be written as B, = Bisin(kr), By = Bosin(kz -CY), B, = 0, (4) where Bb and BO are the peak field in the x-and ydirections, respectively, k is the usual wave number, and a is the longitudinal phase slip between the horizontal and vertical planar IDS. By adjusting CY, the field projected onto the x-y plane will be either circular or elliptic. For instance, if Bo is equal to Bo, the field will look circular if
In tly APS, such a helical ID has the parameters BO = 1 T , Bo = 0.07 T , A, = 15 cm, and total length of device LID = 3 m. Since the deflection parameter IC, defined by
is equal to 14 for this device, it has the focusing characteristics of a wiggler. In general, the dominant effect of a wiggler is conceived as linear because it usually requires a higher peak field and a longer period length than an undulator. Such a linear effect results in dynamic aperture reduction through breaking the symmetry of the lattice. Thus, a sophitiscated matching scheme may be required to restore the linear optics. However, for the APS helical ID, the distortion of linear optics is found to be very small mainly because the beam energy is high and the peak field is relatively low comparable to the planar Type-A ID considered in the previous section.
Also, the nonlinear effect of the helical ID will be small compared to the effect of the Type-A ID since the helical ID has a longer period length than the Type-A ID. We may expect that the dynamic aperture reduction due to the single helical ID should not be worse than that for the single Type-A ID. This is seen in Fig. 4 which shows the tracking ,results from RACETRACK for the various values of the Bo field.
and elliptic if cr = 9 or y.
Iv. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
A study of the effects of an insertion device on the dynamic aperture is presented in this report. We found that, for Type-A and helical insertion devices considered for the APS project, the nonlinear effect was the dominant cause of dynamic aperture reduction. Also, with up to 20 IDS in the ring, stable amplitude of the beam oscillation is still outside of the physical vacuum chamber.
We also found that when we compared the numerical results from RACETRACK with the one from Ed Crosbie's PACMAN, the agreement between the two were remarkable. Hence, we may tentatively conclude that the effects of the fast oscillating terms contained in the ID Hamiltonian are negligible. 
